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Model Number: F479 + F511

Drieaz HVE3000 Flood Pumper F479 Plus Extraction Wand Flood Extraction Wand 14in Tool F511

Freight Included

Manufacturer: Drieaz

 Drieaz HVE 3000 Flood Pumper F479! 
The Extraction Tool is the perfect tool to be used with the Dri-Eaz HVE 3000 flood
pumper and inline truck mount booster ($2,995 MSRP). When the Extraction Tool is
purchased with a HVE 3000 Flood Pumper, customers can save $180 (5%) off the
combined $3,590 MSRP of both products. 

    HVE3000 Manual (07-01782C)
    HVE3000 Warranty (07-01804A)
    HVE3000 Product Photo
    HVE3000 Product Flyer

FOUR MACHINES IN ONE.
It is a flood pumper and extractor.
It is a vacuum booster for your truckmount or portable.
It is an air duct cleaning machine with the optional dustdowner and air duct
attachments.
It is a vacuum recover machine for your pressure washer or tile cleaning equipment.
 
Those of you at Connections West (and your customers who were there) saw this
exciting, innovative product - the Dri-Eaz HVE 3000. It will lead the industry as a
robust and durable flood pumper. You can pair it with the Rover HVE or with a wand
or manual extraction tool for use in large or multi-level units like apartments, hotels,
schools, hospitals, factories, offices, and large residential homes. And, here's the
really cool part - the HVE 3000 can double as an inline pumpout to boost truckmount
vacuum performance by up to 40% on long hose runs!

HVE 3000 Portable Flood Pumper and Inline Truckmount Booster

Robust, durable and powerful, the HVE 3000 flood pumper lets you remove water
from flooded structures quickly and effectively. The unit can also be used as an inline
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pumpout to boost truckmount performance for long hose runs. 
Pair the HVE 3000 with with the Rover HVE, a wand, or other manual extraction tool
and used to remove excess water in large or multi-level units like apartments, hotels,
schools, hospitals, factories, offices, and large residential homes.

    High vacuum performance. Dual vacuum blowers and 2 in. inlets and outlets for
maximum airflow.
    High maneuverability. Unique vacuum hose and housing design makes moving the
unit easy &ndash; just pull on the hose! Slim profile to fit through the narrowest doors
&ndash; only 22.5 in. wide.
    High capacity waste tank. 12 gallon tank for fewer trips to the drain!
    Auto pumpout or quick gravity drain. Standard garden hose connection for
auto-pumpout, or use the large gravity drain at toilet height.

 Product Features 

    
        Easiest cleanout filter. Just pop the clamps on the clear plastic cover and lift out
the basket for rinsing.
        A high flow, high volume clog-resistant sump pump &ndash; handles up to
&frac12; in. solids.
        Rugged construction. Rotomolded housing resists dings and scratches. Low
center of gravity provides balanced transport; easy on stairs!
        Bypass the waste tank for black water flood extraction to keep the truckmount or
main extractor tank clean.
        Run one or both vacuum motor because one vacuum motor has a check valve
on it to prevent air sucking back through the waste tank.
    
    
     
    
    HVE3000: Powerful portable flood pumper and truckmount booster
     
    
    The HVE 3000 does double duty as a stand-alone portable flood extractor AND as
an inline truckmount booster for carpet cleaning. For flood extraction pair it with the
Rover or a wand or manual extraction tool to make quick work of multi-level
apartments, hotels, schools, hospitals, offices and large residential homes. Add a
pressure washer and turn it into a tile cleaning monster.  
    
    
        High maneuverability. Unique vacuum hose and housing design makes moving
the unit easy &ndash; just pull on the hose. Slim profile to fit through the narrowest
doors &ndash; only 22.5 in. wide.
        Easiest cleanout filter. Just pop the clamps on the clear plastic cover and lift out
the basket for rinsing.
        High vacuum performance. Dual vacuum blowers and 2 in. inlets and outlets for
maximum flow.
        High capacity waste tank. 12 gallon tank for fewer trips to the drain!
        Superior debris handling. A high flow, high volume clog-resistant sump pump
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&ndash; handles up to &frac12; in. solids.
        Auto pumpout or quick drain. Standard garden hose connection for
auto-pumpout, or use the large gravity drain at toilet height.
        Rugged construction. Rotomolded housing resists dings and scratches. Low
center of gravity provides balanced transport; easy on stairs!
    
    SPECIFICATIONS
    Water lift | 160 in lift. | 100 CFM  (dual 2 stage series mount)
    Discharge pump rating: 50 gpm @ 5 ft. of head.
    Tank capacity: 12 gal. | 45 l
    Power: 12A (Blower 1 +Pumpout); 13.5A (+Blower 2)
    Sump pump power: 1/3 HP
    Weight: 127 lbs. | 57.6 kg
    
    Dri-Eaz Extraction Tool F511
    
        
            
                 
                 
                  
                 Drieaz F511: Flood Extraction Wand 14" Tool F511 
                
            
        
    
    
    
    Easy operation and fast extraction
    
    
    The Extraction Tool makes fast work of any flood extraction job. Its patent-pending
glide creates a powerful seal to maximize carpet compression while still allowing
enough airflow to ensure thorough water removal from all carpet types. A convenient
vacuum break lever allows for smooth operation, no matter the carpet type. Plus, the
tool is comfortable to operate and easy to clean out and comfortable to operate even
on the largest projects.
    
    
    Product Features
    
        Ergonomic rotomolded handle for all-day comfort &ndash; use right- or
left-handed.
        Save your back! Instant vacuum release lever means there&rsquo;s no need to
tilt or reposition tool.
        Easy-clean rotomolded head with replaceable glide.
        View window in head shows extraction progress; may be removed for cleaning.
        Rugged stainless steel 2" tube. (can be used with 1-1/2" ID hose as well with the
use of the AH46 expanded hose cuff)
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    Tackle the largest flood jobs fast with the NEW Extraction Tool
    The Dri-Eaz Flood Extraction Tool (F511) makes quick work of any flood extraction
job. A patent-pending glide creates a powerful seal, maximizing carpet compression
&ndash; even from deep in the pad!
    Many extraction tools require awkward positioning or even counting to ensure
thorough extraction. Some also "grab" the carpet. But the Dri-Eaz Extraction Tool is
ergonomically designed plus it's equipped with a vacuum break lever. A quick flick of
the lever is all it takes to release the tool and resume extraction. This means smooth
extraction. 
    
    No other manual tool provides more complete water removal! Works on all carpet
types, too!
    FEATURES
    
        Don't wrestle it; release it! Vacuum release lever means instant release if the tool
"grabs."
        Best of all - it extracts significantly better than other manual tools!
    
    Owner Manual
    
    Sales Brochure          Product Specifications
     
    
        
            
                Model
                 
                Dri-Eaz Extraction Tool F511
            
            
                Weight
                 
                8.2 lbs. | 3.7 kg
            
            
                Dimensions
                 
                Head width: 14 in. | 35.6 cm 
                Handle height: 42 in. | 106.7 cm 
                Total length: 52 in. | 132.1 cm 
                Tube thickness: 0.035 in. | 0.089 cm
            
            
                Construction
                 
                Stainless steel tube and vacuum break assembly; rotomolded handle and
extraction head; plastic extraction guide.
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    Not wand does not contain spray lever, jets, or other liquid application system
required for carpet cleaning.     
    
    Gross shipping weight for both products 208 lbs. Ships on a pallet
    
         
    New 2012 Brochure     
     
    Original 2011 Brochure
    

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 06 June, 2013
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